A clonal analysis of the differentiation of 3T3-L1 preadipose cells: role of insulin.
Cells of the established preadipose line, 3T3-L1, appear to be undifferentiated fibroblasts during exponential growth. When cells become quiescent, a small percentage of them accumulate triglyceride and become morphologically indistinguishable from mature adipocytes. When insulin is added to quiescent cultures, up to 50% of the cells differentiate into adipocytes. The distribution of lipid-containing cells which appear in clusters of varying sizes was analyzed to determine whether commitment to differentiation occurred after quiescence or during exponential growth and whether insulin was required as an inducer of commitment. The spatial arrangement of 3T3-L1 cells at quiescence on some culture dishes was destroyed by replating. This resulted in random distribution of these cells. The distribution of adipocytes among replated and nonreplated cells in these experiments was compared to a computer generated random distribution of differentiated among undifferentiated cells. Dispersal of cells at confluence resulted in a distribution of fat among nonfat cells not significantly different from the computer generated random distribution. In undisturbed cultures, the distribution of fat cells is not random and is consistent with a commitment event in single cells at any cell division during exponential growth followed by divisions of both committed and uncommitted cells. Since insulin affected the number of mature adipocytes only when added after cessation of exponential growth, insulin is not the inducer of commitment but merely enhances lipid production in previously committed cells.